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Abstract
Networks naturally capture a host of real-world interactions, spanning from social interactions to brain activity. But, given a massive graph (e.g., a large email exchange network),
what can be learned about its structure? What are its "important" patterns?
In this talk I will present our work on scalable algorithms that help us to make sense of large
graph data during early exploratory analysis. I will focus on two approaches: “VoG” and
“TimeCrunch”. VoG disentangles the complex graph connectivity patterns, and efficiently
summarizes large graphs with important and semantically meaningful structures by leveraging information-theoretic methods. TimeCrunch discovers coherent temporal patterns, and
summarizes time-evolving networks in a scalable and effective way. Both methods provide
key insights into large real-world graphs.
I will conclude the talk by presenting "Perseus", an interactive large-scale graph mining and
visualization tool that can be used to obtain a different type of summaries that consist of
graph properties (or statistics).
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